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Professor Toy's contention {JBL., 1913, pp. 75-79), that the

first three chapters are by another hand, may or may not prove

sound; at all events, the other eleven chapters, which fill seven

pages in the Baer-Delitzsch text, present abundant difficulties

of their own. I am far from claiming acquaintance with all the

literature on the subject, or even with all the emendations which

reputable scholars have proposed for these eleven chapters. I

have, however, encountered and inspected about five hundred

such proposals ; and if life were not so short, I might put them

into four groups, beginning with the smallest: highly probable,

fairly probable, improbable, and wildly improbable. Thus I

do not go to the extreme of worshipping the received text ; but

the other extreme, of too little regard for tradition, seems more
dangerous; and so I desire to call attention from the trees to

the forest, and to point out some general principles which may
perhaps aid the investigation.

A. Negative Tests.

1. Transpositions are always questionable. A single offense

of that sort by a given critic might be venial, but our modern
editors sin with a high hand. Even President Harper's text has

ten or a dozen of these replacements, and other critics go still

further. It is an easy matter theoretically to find more appro-

priate places for this or that element in Hosea, but we should

consider practically what is involved in the belief that the reverse

process ever really happened. Look now upon this picture and
on this. On the one hand, a professor in his study, surrounded

with a critical apparatus, and having before him a text of seven

pages, which he can glance through, compare with kindred litera-

ture, and manipulate at will; the result is a harmonious com-

position, which he supposes, and we will suppose, for the sake

of argument, to represent the author's original utterances. On
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the other hand, an ancient scribe, in whose hands a faithful copy

of the original is placed, a clumsy bit of roll, which it is his

business to reproduce, slowly and faithfully, together with other

manuscripts, at a stated price. Now he is not infallible, either

in brain or morals; we might anticipate sundry errors from

his haste to be rich. He will drop letters and words, and sub-

stitute the familiar for the strange; but what earthly motive

would induce him to pause long enough to twist his copy back

and forth a dozen times, thus making a Chinese puzzle to

mystify posterity ? The fault, it will be answered, lay not with

the copyist, but with one or more editors. But by hypothesis,

the modem editor 's text equals the original and is all right

;

what possessed the ancient editors to turn aside unto such

crooked ways and make it all wrong? That this ever occurred

on a large scale, I stubbornly doubt. All things are possible

to him that believeth ; but in this case, incredulity seems a duty.

2. The presumption is dgainst the Septuagint, when it differs

from the Massoretic text. Of course, what we call the LXX
has been often conformed to MT ; but still, many variations

remain. Now even if this presumption is granted, I must admit,

on the other hand, that it is sometimes overcome; for instance,

in 6 : 5, where the Hebrew text puts into the mouth of Jehovah

this absurdity: "thy judgments light goes forth." By simply

dividing the words differently, the Septuagint reads: ''my

judgment goes forth like light." So again, the very awkward

sentence in 8 : 10 ;
" and they begin to be diminished by reason

of the burden of the king of princes" is cleared up in the

Greek; ''and they cease a little while from anointing a king

and princes" ((ib^D not Nti^D)' which is better, though per-

haps not quite right. In spite of such exceptions, I claim that

the first presumption is against a Septuagint variant. When
we come upon a difficult word in the Hebrew (I do not mean a

nonsensical word) and find that the Septuagint represents a

common word resembling it which makes good sense, it is not

the likeliest thing that this last is the original, for if it had

been it is not likely that either editors or copyists would have

substituted the hard word.

At this point I may perhaps be permitted a word of personal

testimony. More than forty years ago, before I had any theories

to establish, and with the single aim to know the Bible better,
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I used to read the Hebrew and the Greek alternately, verse by

verse, until in a few years I had gone through the whole Old

Testament. The conviction grew upon me that in the vast

majority of variations, the Hebrew text underlying the Greek

probably agreed with our own.

In the case of Hosea, we have much more important testimony.

In Hehraica, vol. 7, 1891, there was published a very thorough

comparison of the Septuagint of Hosea with the Hebrew, by an

American student, Gaylord H. Patterson. Carrying the inves-

tigation a stage beyond where Vollers had left it, he classified

all the variations, set aside those due to mistakes of translation,

and those due to a reasonably free translation ; there remained

(in our eleven chapters) only a baker's dozen that pointed

clearly to a difference of text. Editors and commentators since

1891 quote Patterson in their apparatus criticus ; but alas ! they

neither accept his conclusions nor attempt to refute them. The

typical sinner here is Paul Ruben, a full half of whose volume

of Critical Remarks is devoted to Hosea. He prefaces his notes

with a reference to the literature, ending with Patterson's study,

and he adds this commendably modest remark; "I shall quote

these treatises only in those passages wherein I am especially

indebted to them for a correction of a wrong conjecture of my
own." On that basis, he might well have cited Patterson on

every page, for his own book, based chiefly on the Septuagint,

is a jumble of the most arbitrary combinations; he actually

cites him not once. Study Ruben to learn how not to emend,

and Patterson to learn the habits of the Greek translator of

Hosea.

3. To arrange the whole took in strophes is iinivarrant eel.

You cannot prove a theory by simply assuming it. I take the

liberty to doubt that these eleven chapters were originally

written in regular strophes; whoever asserts that they were so

written must bear the burden of proof. The strophe-maker him-

self, however intent on the end to be gained, usually shows

himself aware of the fact that he must find some plausible

grounds for his conjectures; but usually also it is plain that

these grounds are subordinate to a foregone conclusion. A
warning example in this connection is Marti; if the facts get

in the way of his quatrains, so much the worse for the facts.

He not only transposes ad libitum but excides with a ruthless
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knife. By actual count, forty-two verses out of the seven pages

have perished in the onslaught. Duhm is more radical than

Marti in spots, and Haupt out-Herods both, as far as he has

published his analysis. For instance, in 11 : 1-4, he cuts out

two-thirds of the material and leaves only four short lines. It

may be instructive to give the skeleton of his results in chapter 7.

Of the sixteen verses, two whole ones and eight halves, i. e., the

equivalent of six verses, are considered genuine. They make

four strophes. Notice the order of the verses; 8, 9, 5^, 6^, 7*,

11^, 12''', 2^, IS'', 16*. The rest consists of secondary and tertiary

glosses. Secondary glosses, read in Haupt 's order, are 4''', 10, 3,

5^, 6^ 7^, 12^, 1% 2% 13^, 14, 15. Tertiary glosses are IP, 6% 4^,

1^, 16^. Besides all this, there are a few fragments of verses in

each of these three divisions. Evidently the final cause of the

Massoretic text is the intellectual amusement of modern critics.

It cannot be denied, however, that the result is often charming.

Eead Marti 's reconstructed text from beginning to end, and

hardly a difficulty is left ; smoothness reigns and mostly square-

ness. Hosea 's work of genius takes the form of a checkerboard

;

or, if you prefer a biblical image, it is like Mark's picture of

the 5,000 in garden plots, Trpaa-ial irpacnai.

So much for the negative tests of t^ie text.

B. Positive Tests.

1. Hosea's originality is one aid in determining his text. It

is the temptation of critics, as Well as of other people, to sub-

sume each new fact under some familiar rubric. Thus in 11 : 3

most modern authorities agree with the American Revision, and

make the Lord say ; "I taught Ephraim to walk ; I took them

on my arms,
'

' apparently supposing that this item in the duties

of a nurse, in Numbers and Deuteronomy, must explain the

allusion in Hosea. On the contrary, the Authorized Version

seems more reasonable; '' taking them by their arms"; for

you'll never teach a child to walk by taking him in your arms.

Now comes the Journal of Biblical Literature for 1915, with

Prof. Haupt 's interesting study of the next verse, 11*, showing

that we should read not DIN but DHN ; not '

' I led them with

cords of a man, '

' but " I led them with leading-strings.
'

' This

favors the old idea, independently of his contention that 11^ is

a gloss. To those of us who retain 11 : 3 it might be objected
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that Hosea, even when dealing with a collective notion, would

hardly pass from plural to singular and back again in the same

breath : " I took them by his arms and healed them." But what if

this final 1 of Vni^l*!? instead of being superfluous {my arms)

should be taken with the previous as a remnant of D ? Thus

all is in order; reading, with the LXX and nearly all critics,

DHpN' we have three coordinate suffixes of the third person

plural.

In 5:8 the received text reads; ''behind thee, Benjamin"

pt^^JD -H^ID^? • Ii^ ^li6 commentaries on that passage, a great

pyramid has been built on its point; a phrase in the Song of

Deborah has been exalted into the regular Hebrew war-cry of

centuries later. Some, following Ewald, go so far as to make it

disclose a whole section of the prophet's biography; the turn of

expression shows, they say, that he was a resident of Judah

when this was written. But no one succeeds in making good

sense of the quotation. Why not let it be an original remark

of Hosea? Benjamin trembles (1"]n^. instead of rtnilN)- So

many moderns.

One of the most original pictures in Hosea, and at the same

time so puzzling a one as to be the despair of commentators, is

that of the baker and his oven in 7 : 4-7. Wellhausen 's humor

is always with him, and we need not take too seriously his

remark that it would be no great loss if some good way could

be found to throw Hosea 's esteemed baker out of his text.

There is certainly corruption here, and if we insist on making

the entire passage plain, one conjecture may be no better than

another ; but why not keep the main figure, which is strong and

vivid, and confess our ignorance with respect to a few doubtful

words? Yerse T" is plain enough; ''they are all hot like an

oven"; that shows that this image was used; let each one

make what he can of the previous verses, as Prof. Haupt has

done in the same number of JBL, and as Hoonacker has done

more successfully, I think. Nearly all translations, from the

most recent ones back to the Septuagint, are too benevolently

disposed towards their readers. Even when they can be sure

of nothing, they feel in duty bound to give something, instead

of honestly indicating a doubt. A notable exception is Guthe's

Hosea, in Kautzsch's Bible; he prints many lacunae.
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2. Hosea is above all things a preacher and this fact has an

important hearing on his text. He has a message to deliver and

he will not always stop to polish it or to harmonize it with any-

body's preconceptions. For example, the fact that some pas-

sages of the received text are metrical, others unmetrical, gives

us no right to alter the text; we should shape our theories by

the evidence, not impose the former on the latter. A good

example of an unmetrical sentence is 12 : 8 :

'

'A trader ! deceit-

ful balances are in his hand; he takes delight in oppressing"

: nnK pc^*^'? nono 0(^eD n^3 fj;:?

.

If this occurred in a prose writer, every one would accept it as

prose ; but how different the previous verse, with its three 3 's

:

''But do thou return to thy God; kindness and justice observe;

then hope in thy God forever" npll D1t^*n ^rj'n^N^ HDiVI

: n^^n ^^r1'?N-'?N n)p) ^D^ D^L^^PI • This contrast does not

stand alone; for more than a score of verses in the eleven

chapters are unmetrical, in the midst of others that are plainly

metrical.

Again, it is a common critical device to strike out as a doublet

a phrase found elsewhere in the prophecy. But preachers do

•not hesitate to repeat their warnings. It is quite in character

for Hosea the preacher to say in 8 : 13 :
"He will remember

their iniquity and visit their sins" and then to say the same in

9 : 9, where it is equally appropriate. So in 5 : 5 and again in

iO^^: "The pride of Israel testifies to his face"—that has the

genuine homiletical tone.

A repetition of a different kind meets us in 8 : 11, which most

recent scholars refer to a copyist's carelessness. The Revised

Version renders it by this curious bit of logic :

'

' Because Eph-

raim hath multiplied altars for sinning, altars have been unto

him for sinning." The repetition, I believe, is a preacher's

home thrust. "What is an altar for? Is it not to expiate sin?

Ephraim has multiplied altars for sinning; altars are to him

ior sinning" i^l^rfl T^^^2\l2 1'? VH » one of Hosea 's frequent

rhymes. Compare the familiar phrase, "peace is to me a war."

Some preachers eschew politics; but Hosea is alive to the

rapid changes in the government of his country. It is a fair

question whether the references to Judah are original or inter-

polated. Here, as before, are two extremes to be avoided. The
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one accepts all these references as we have them. But this

cannot be ; e, g. in 12 : 2, " Jehovah has a controversy with

Judah, even to visit upon Jacob according to his ways '

'
; the

tell-tale 1 with the infinitive shows that one or the other proper

name is an error; and it is not Jacob, for the prophet goes on

to speak of him alone. Still, this reasoning cannot be applied

to some of the references to the southern kingdom ; and when

editors would throw them all out, we may well ask with Nowack
whether Hosea would have been likely to express no interest

in the religious politics of Judah.

Once more, it is a favorite modern notion that the denuncia-

tory passages are inconsistent with hopes and predictions of a

bright future; these latter then must go by the board. But

not all critics are preachers, or they would appl}^ here that

word of the Lord: ''What God hath joined together let not

man put asunder."' We need not go all lengths with George

Adam Smith, and insist on retaining the entire fourteenth,

chapter, minus its closing sentence; it is my experience, at

least, that most of that chapter seems to lack the ever-present

being of Hosea; for example, the triple repetition of ''Lebanon"

and the jejune "say unto him" in verse 3. On the other hand,

it is like a preacher to close with exhortation rather than denun-

ciation. I shall return to chapter 14, but on the main point

it gives me pleasure to say of Hosea and Israel what Cheyne

said of Isaiah and Judah in the Journal of Biblical Literature

(in 1898, which was in Cheyne 's pre-Arabian period). "I am
not prepared," he said, "to make a holocaust of passages in

which Isaiah takes a bright view of the prospects of Judah. '

'

3. Hosea's euphonies often help determine his text. I refer

not only to rhythm and metre, but to what Lanier happily calls

the colors of verse; such as alliteration, assonance, phonetic

harmony, and rhyme. I know of no prophet who, within an

equal compass of seven pages, so abounds in these varied

euphonies. Sometimes a single letter stands out; the most

familiar instance is the triple k in the proverb: "Like people,

like priest :

f
(135 OJ^? • ^ much better example is the triple m

in 9 : 11 with its tremendous compression, twelve words in

English, three in Hebrew: "there shall be no birth and none

with child and no conception": pnHD) (tD^DI n"j5P- In

12 : 2 Ephraim feeds on wind and chases the east wind, to the
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tune of three r's, which are clearly onomatopoetic : nil HJl^")

r|'1*)1 . The consonant may be medial instead of initial, as in

11 :5 '2)tyb • • • • IWi^) or in 10 : 10 three s's- • • • 15DX1 • • • • D")DN1

D*)DNS • Most critics strike out the last of these, but the euph-

ony indicates that it was meant to be there.

Then there are various permutations; what is it that gives

us pleasure in the phrase that modern editors strike out at the

end of 4:14: DD^' )0^ N*'? D^^l.? It is phonetic harmony,

caused by the sequence of the sounds 1, y, v, with y, 1, v (lo ya

vin; yil-la-vet). We have the same thing in 13:2: m, s, k,

followed immediately by m, k, s, DQDDP il^OD- Elsewhere

note the echo-like effects : DHyp. • • • DHDN* ; Onh it^' •
. • • DH'? ^1N

:

Dni:}VD .
• • • Dnin^rp ; D^*^'?.^;^'??< • • • • • Drr'p'pi^D •

When we come to rhymes, we find an embarrassment of riches.

Time would fail to illustrate this at length; but that you may
appreciate their variety, elaborateness, and evenness of distri-

bution, I give one sample from a verse in each of the eleven

chapters in order and then several samples from a single chapter.

(4:7) D-TiriD • • • • D?^? (5 :7) H'?; .... Mn (6 :2) IJW ....

i:pp^^ (7:13) )^t(;^ •

•'.
. m: (8^:7) HDp HDV (9:6)

D'i:npr)....DV?pn\io:i) nm? • . .
. nirap (n:8) ^:;i5<

r\:}^m (1^:15) )^'y^;i mBni-r (i3:2) ay\'2ri:? D£)p?^ (14:4)

)Ty .... irn^N

.

"T •• v:

Calling that a longitudinal section, chapter 9 will furnish a

cross section to match it. Here are its rhymes in order, besides

the one already given.

(1) jn--'- }^n^ (4) ^Dnj;» .... i:Dcp^ (4) d^*^:'? d^h^ (7)

HDD^? .... ^:ij^ (8) rn%'' .
. • vDin (9) DnNcon .

.' '•

d:i:l^

(10) n^^n? n'liDD? (17)' D^in ani] •

The bearing of Hosea's rhyming habit on the question of his

text is plain. When critics assert, for example, that D")5pr'

and DV?Pn are merely variants of the same word, they are

manufacturing evidence instead of following the light of analogy.

Some will have it that a profusion of rhymes is likely to occur

by accident in any highly inflected language, but that is a

decided mistake. The slightest acquaintance with medieval
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Latin hymns as contrasted with classical Latin shows that the

material for rhymes was always present but was long unused.

Not to dwell upon single unrhymed assonances like •
. • • DpJ^*

^^^.1 or n^VP'? • • • • tOS^^ltpn which seems to have given a hint

to Isaiah, or the one that he actually copies : DH^ID Dlint^. I

will quote a few euphonic clauses, to show how beautifully they

illustrate the principle of balance. In 8:3 observe the succes-

sion of vowels: DHNDn ip?*') D|1i^ 113?* {i-o d-d i-6 d-d).

Note the double rhyme in the last clause of 12 : 15

:

: i'?-n*tr'* in£)im • • • • v"?:; VD1^
T T : •/ : T '^T T T :

In 4 : 9 the liquid sounds are as interesting as the rhymes. Now
and then we encounter a perfect balance of rhythms and rhymes,

a fine example being the Silluk clause of 10 : 1

:

: niDV? iD^pn ivin'? Iit03 ni(i5?p 1':' nT\n ins)^ did
Another as good or better was discovered by Duhm, who made

the easy correction of ^ for t in the Silluk clause of 8 : 7 and

produced the following, which he calls the only rhymed song in

the Old Testament

:

Professor Duff puts that into English thus

:

"A corn-stalk all yellow

Brings no meal to a fellow:

But if grains should bend it.

The wild-ox would end it."

The quality of verse which I have called balance goes much

beyond what is technically called parallelism, and sometimes

enables us to eliminate a superfluous word. Thus Hosea wrote

in 9:10: ''Like grapes in the wilderness found I Israel; like

the first ripe of the fig I saw your fathers." Some prosaic

scribe had to explain this image and write in the margin: ''in

its beginning" Hn^C^X")?' which throws the line out of balance.

We see the same thing at-^:-5 : "And the pride of Israel witnesses

to his face, and Ephraim stumbles in the midst of his sin." The

correction "and Israel" for "and Ephraim" has found a
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place beside the other in the text, making it limp badly. On
the other hand in 4:2 a true feeling for balance preserves the

received text against the monstrosity which most recent critics

have foisted upon it. They read Y^^'^ for *ll^'^5 but this

changes the fine poetry to deadly prose ; a mere list of items,

thus: ''swearing and perjury and killing and stealing and

adultery and outbreak." What the prophet wrote, according

to the evidence, was a balanced line, whose second member
reads: ''they break out, and blood touches blood."

Finally, let me illustrate by a long consecutive passage, my
belief that Hosea writes in varied metre when he pleases, and

in prose when he pleases. Let us turn to 13 : 7. From this

point on, as I will try to show, there are (first) two great

climaxes of three lines each, in metrical double 3 's, and between

the two is a broken line which shows at once its imperfect

character. Then come four lines in 5's, the so-called kindh

rhythm. Then a magnificent Alexandrine, three 3's. A long

prose verse follows, closing the chapter, while chapter 14 begins

with four 6's, namely, three 2's plus two 3's, and again three

2's plus two 3's. Apart from the torso, not a word of MT needs

to be altered in these twelve and a half verses (13:7-14:3^),

except, if you choose, n]73 for ilj/'^D in verse 13 and IflN for

D*nK in verse 15, with the addition, following the ancient

versions, of D^^H'^^^ at the end of the section. Marti, in order

to preserve his 4's, has to make a new start before reaching the

first climax. That climax may be imitated in English as

follows

:

I will be unto them as a lion;

As a panther in ambush will I lurk;

I will meet them as a frenzied bear

And will rend the enclosure of their heart.

I'll devour them there like a lioness:

—

Wild beasts of the field will mangle them.

Then comes the torso:
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''thy destruction, Israel, for in me, in thy help"—what else,

we ask? This is sadly misinterpreted in A. V. which is faith-

fully followed by both revisions. ''It is thy destruction,

Israel, that thou art against me, against thy help." The main

statement, "thou art," is not there. The fragment needs, of

course, to be completed, but I will not attempt to complete it

now. Three more double 3 's immediately succeed

:

And pray, now, where is thy king?

And thy deliverers in all thy cities?

And thy judges, for whom thou prayedst:

Give me a king and princes

!

I give thee a king—in my wrath.

And remove him in hot displeasure.

Next we have the kinah rhythm, 3's and 2's.

Bound fast is Ephraim's guilt; stored up his sin.

Upon him come travail pangs; a foolish son;

He meeteth not at its time the delivery of sons.

From Sheol shall I redeem them? from Death set them free?

T - T :
• T : : } ^i t

T T I
••

T T •• ••
: V

D'PN^N niDD D'lfiN '^IN^* Tp

Now the tremendous Alexandrine, the outburst of Jehovah's

vengeance
: : »r^9 inD^ dh': ^)m TjD^p 'Hi^ HID r^n^i ^'l{<.

"Ho, thy terrors. Death! Ho, thy destruction, Sheol! Relent-

ing is hid from my eyes.
'

'

It is altogether futile to constrain verse 15 into the bounds of

metre; it is good prose as it stands, with the single change
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indicated ; and it is rendered fairly in the American Revision.

But chapter 14, verses 1 and 2 with a part of 3, are metrical in

form : Guilty is Samaria, a rebel 'gainst her God ; by the sword

she shall fall : l'?£D^ ^^175 n^n'?N*5 HnnO ^? ])^f2t; D^>^n
Her sucklings dashed in pieces ; her pregnant ones cloven with

the sword : : i^Tj^^^ vninni wi2iy_ dh^'?'?;^ •

Over against this thunder cloud is the rainbow:

Return, Israel, to Jehovah thy God, for thou staggerest in thy

guilt

:

Provide yourselves with words, and turn to Jehovah your God

:

D?^1':'^e nin^-'?iS ^^^^i on^i, d?dj; inp

come before him, that is, not with victims, but with penitent

prayers.

I know not where Hosea closed his book ; but if it was here,

he stopped in a good place.
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